Realise your singing potential in a fun, friendly and relaxed environment. Designed for new singers, or
those with limited singing experience, this 8 week courses teaches the basics of singing technique, an
introduction to musical notation, sight reading for beginners. Plus there are plenty of chances to to work
on solo and ensemble works to develop and embed good vocal practice. A workshop-style approach
encourages confidence, as well as providing an exciting opportunity to socialise and reset the mind at the
end of a busy working day.
Master the fundamentals of singing technique...
Forming the main teaching part of the course, singers are led through the basics of breathing, developing
a good tone and increasing vocal range, encouraging the correct voice placement, plus improving
intonation and building stamina for singing.
Singers are given exercises to practise each week, as well as a variety of online audio and video resources
to ensure tangible progress can be seen (and heard!) throughout the course's duration. Extra support and
advice for individuals is available should they require.
Develop an understanding of musical notation and sight reading...
Many singers attend the course to develop their sight reading skills. Although not the main element of the
course, the basics of musical notation are taught, as well as setting aside a small part of each week's
session to sight reading skills. Sight reading exercises are combined with vocal exercises for home practise,
with extra help (and even homework!) available when needed.
Enjoy singing solo and with others...
Easily the most rewarding and enjoyable part of the course, singers are introduced to a selection of new
and familiar songs to practise and apply their vocal technique. With plenty of guided teaching, singers are
encouraged to share their solo pieces several times throughout the course, providing a useful teaching
and reflection tool for the rest of the group. A selection of online resources are made available for further
support.
In addition to solo singing, there are plenty of opportunities for ensemble singing, always a highlight,
especially for new or inexperienced singers! Simple harmony singing is introduced, along with vocal
blending and dynamic contrasts, plus a chance to engage with a range of contrasting musical styles.
Visit www.carlspeckmusic.com or call 07739023692 to book yourself a place.

